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Mukai Farm & Garden Presents

Sashiko Stitching Workshop
Wednesday November 18th - 9:30 am - 12:00 pm

Your Instructor: Rob Jones of Romor Designs
Course description:
Sashiko, meaning ‘little stab’ is the Japanese art of stitching beautiful patterns
using running stitch. Often used to add strength, texture and warmth to old
garments, Sashiko has become synonymous with complex repeating patterns and
precise stitching. Although most people will be familiar with the traditional white
stitches on indigo fabric, sashiko thread actually comes in many shades, allowing
for a wonderful variety of colourful designs.
This class focuses on Moyozashi Sashiko (pattern sashiko) where the
patterns change direction to make a larger one. They are characterized
by a series of dashed line running stitches of even size where the
stitches never touch each other. This is a project based class where
you will pick one of three designs in one of three colors and stitch the
design onto a white tote bag (or your own fabric, if you prefer). ** See
below for kit options.

$45

per person

Click below to register for this on-line class

Bios/More info
Rob Jones created Romor Designs in the autumn of 2015, following an amazing trip to Japan to learn Shibori,
Katazome stencilling and indigo dyeing with internationally acclaimed Japanese Textiles artist, Bryan
Whitehead. Rob works with many Japanese textiles crafts, including Shibori resist dyeing, Katagami stencilling,
Sashiko embroidery, Kogin counted thread embroidery and Boro mending.
He works with Japanese indigo, natural plant dyes and quality silk dyes to create a
range of home wares, scarves, bags and gifts.
Rob works out of his studio in Hackney, under an old railway arch, full of atmosphere
and creativity. His works combines traditional patterns with his own creations and he
loves to break and re imagine the traditional Japanese crafts he has learnt to make
new and original designs. You can see more about Rob at www.romordesigns.com
**Please note that there is a kit available for purchase (3 week delivery window) for
$33pp or an option to purchase what you need for the class locally.
Kit can be purchased at: romordesigns.com
Or locally (Washington State) at: shiboridragon.com
Mukai “master” Class is an immersive online self-education experi-ence giving you access
to Mukai Farm & Garden programming and events highlighting Japanese and Asian
culture. Most classes will be offered online, but we will gather in-person when we can
ensure safe social distancing.
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